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TAMITHA AND THE VAMPIRE

1. Which word in the first paragraph means pointed teeth or fangs?

2. What did the vampire look like? Tick (√) the correct answer.

He had a creepy, hungry smile.

He had pointy teeth.

He had natural golden hair.

3. Read each statement and tick (√) “True” or “False”.

Statement True False

(a) Tamitha was afraid of the vampire.

(b) Tamitha tried to trick the vampire.

(c) Tamitha was brave and smart.

4. Write 1, 2 and 3 in the blanks below to indicate the sequence in which the 

events happened.

______ The vampire dressed as a pizza man.

______ The vampire put on glasses as disguise.

______ The vampire pretended to be a blond woman.

5. Choose the correct answer and write its letter (a, b or c) in the bracket.

How many times did the vampire approach Tamitha before he was finally 

let in?        (        )

a. 2 times

b. 4 times

c. 6 times

6. Read each statement and tick (√) “True” or “False”.

Statement True False

(a) The vampire did not want to turn into a girl.

(b) The vampire preferred not to be a vampire.

(c) The vampire became friends with Tamitha.

Answers: 1.canines     2. (√) He had a creepy, hungry smile. (√) He had pointy teeth.    3.(a)-False; (b)-False; (c)-True     4.(1) The vampire put on glasses as 

disguise. (2)The vampire dressed as pizza man. (3) The vampire pretended to be a blond woman.     5.(b)     6.(a)-False; (b)-True; (c)-True
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THE WITCH’S MOP

1. Which of the following is a game at the party? Tick (√) the correct 

answer(s). 

          Terrifying Tunnel Maze

          Mummy Wrapping

          Candy Cane Search

2. Read each statement and tick (√) “True” or “False”.

Statement True False

(a) Ava dropped her mop.

(b) Nia helped Ava hold her mop.

(c) Ava’s mop was her ride home.

3. Write 1, 2 and 3 in the blanks below to indicate the sequence in which the 

events happened.

______ Ava popped one of Nia’s “grape” balloons.

______ Ava played “Potion Mixing”.

______ Ava made friends with Nia.

4. Choose the correct answer and write its letter (a, b or c) in the bracket.

What was the real identity of Ava’s mop?    (        )

a. Multiuse Operational telePorter

b. Multipurpose Operational telePorter

c. Multiphasic Operational telePorter

5. Choose the correct answer and write its letter (a, b or c) in the bracket.

Ava the Witch was actually ________    (        )

a. A real witch

b. An alien

c. A time traveller

6. What was Ava’s real mission?

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

Answers: 1.(√)Terrifying Tunnel Maze  (√)Mummy Wrap      2.(a)-False; (b)-False; (c)-True     3.(1)Ava made friends with Nia. (2) Ava popped one of 

Nia’s “grape” balloons. (3) Ava played “Potion Mixing”.     4.(c)      5.(b)     6. Her real mission was to collect data on Halloween party customs.
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